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Maximal Degrees for Young Diagrams in the (k; l) Hook
AMITAI REGEV†
Among the partitions  D .1; 2; : : :/ of a large n which are in the .k; ‘/ hook (i.e., kC1  ‘/, a
 whose degree d is maximal is approximately located. The lengths of the rows and of the columns
of such  are about nkC‘ , and, similar to the ‘strip’ case (Askey and Regev, Eur. J. Combin. 5 (1984),
189–191) , these lengths are determined by the zeroes of the k-th and of the ‘-th Hermite polynomials.
c© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let  ‘ n and let d denote the number of standard tableaux of shape . A well known open
problem states: for each n, find  such that
d D maxfd j  ‘ ng:
The problem of approximating such , as n ! 1, was solved independently by Kerov and
Verskik [5, 6] and by Logan and Shepp [4].
Let H.k; ‘I n/ D f ‘ n j k  ‘g (the partitions in the .k; ‘/ hook).
It is well known that the partitions  2 H.k; 0I n/ (with the ds) appear in the representation
theory of the General Linear Lie algebra g‘.k; F/ over the field F . The partitions  2
H.k; ‘I n/ (and d’s) are similarly related to the General Linear Lie superalgebra p‘.k; ‘/ [2].
The ‘strip’ problem of approximating  ‘ n!1 such that
d D maxfd j  2 H.k; 0I n/g
was solved in [1]. The aim of this note is to extend that solution to the .k; ‘/ hook, i.e., to
approximate  ‘ n!1 such that
d D maxfd j  2 H.k; ‘I n/g:
We prove
THEOREM 1.1. Let  2 H.k; ‘I n/ maximize d and assume n is large. Then
.1; : : : ; k/ ’
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Here x .k/1 <    < x .k/k are the roots of the k-th Hermite polynomial and similarly x .‘/1 <
   < x .‘/‘ are the roots of the ‘-th Hermite polynomial. As usual, 0 is the conjugate of the
partition .
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An important step toward the solution of the strip case [1] was an algorithm [3] which showed




n, 1  i  k−1. In Section 2 we
considerably simplify that algorithm. Moreover, the new algorithm applies to all partitions,
and in particular to H.k; ‘I n/, while the [3] algorithm had to be restricted to H.k; 0I n/. That
algorithm implies (3.1 below) that for n large and  2 H.k; ‘I n/maximizing d; k  ‘ and
0‘  k. Hence  D ./ D .1 − ‘; : : : ; k − ‘/ and  D ./; 0 D .01 − k; : : : ; 0‘ − k/
are defined. These  and  determine .
Thus, the asymptotic value of
d D maxfd j  2 H.k; ‘I n/g; n!1
can be calculated explicitly from the proof of 3.3 below and from the asymptotic values of
d; d in the strip, which are given in [1, p. 190]. Also, when both k and ‘ are large—and n
is very large—the shape of  can be approximated as follows:
Follow [1, p. 190–1] and approximate the ‘right ends’ of both  D ./ and of  D ./
by the graph of





Tx.1− x/1=2 − arcos xU:
While drawing  (approximately), n is substituted by nk ’ kkC‘n (and ‘ by k). Similarly n is
replaced by n‘ ’ ‘kC‘n while drawing  (then conjugate: ! 0).
Comparison with the general case [4–6] is striking. We quote
THEOREM 1.2 ([5, 6]). The limit shape of  ‘ n which maximizes d is given by the curve
 which, in the X; Y axes indicated below, has the equation





 TX arcsin X C
p
1− X2U jX j  1;
and Y D jX j for jX j  1.
Beside the apparent similarity between the functions





Tx.1− x2/1=2 − arcos xU
and





T.1− X2/1=2 C X arcsin X U;
it is interesting to compare the behaviour of f .X/ near Y D −X at X D −1, with the behaviour
of h.x/ near y D 1 at x D 1:
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Thus, let f1.X/ D −X − f .X/, then f1.−1/ D f 01.−1/ D 0 and f 001 .X/ D − 2 1p1−X2 .
Also, let h1.x/ D h.x/−1, then h1.1/ D h01.1/ D 0 and h001.x/ D − 4 xp1−x2 . We see that, in a
very vague sense, the general case  ‘ n!1 is obtained from the hook case  2 H.k; kI n/
as k !1.
2. THE NEW ALGORITHM
The following algorithm simplifies and slightly improves the algorithm of [3]. It is applied
to an arbitrary partition  ‘ n, and after repeating the basic step several times, it terminates




ALGORITHM 2.1 (THE NEW ALGORITHM—THE BASIC STEP). Let D .1; 2; : : : ; h/
‘ n; ‘./ D 01 D h. Assume for some (minimal) t , 1  t  h − 1, that t − tC1 
p
2n.
Move to Q ‘ n, where Q is defined via:
Qi D i if i 6D t; t C 1; Qt D t − 1 and QtC1 D tC1 C 1:
If no such t exists, but for (minimal) t; 0t − 0tC1 
p
2n, move to Q where Q is similarly
defined via a conjugation of the above.
We shall prove that if in the above basic step ! Q, then d ' dQ. Since d <
p
nW for all
 ‘ n, this algorithm has to stop. When it stops, say at  ‘ n, we obtain:
THEOREM 2.2. Let  ‘ n. Then there exist  ‘ n satisfying
(1) d  d.
(2) i − iC1; 0j − 0jC1 '
p
2n for all i; j .
Clearly Theorem 2.2 will be proved once we prove
LEMMA 2.3. Let  ! Q as in Algorithm 2.1: t − tC1 
p
2n; Qi D i if i 6D
t; t C 1; Qt D t − 1 and QtC1 D tC1 C 1. Then d ' dQ.
PROOF. Let  D .1; : : : ; h/; h 6D 0 .h D 01/. Denote i D i C h − i . Similarly,Qi D Qi C h − i . Thus i D Qi if i 6D t; t C 1; Qt D t − 1 and QtC1 D tC1 C 1.













.i − t /.i − tC1/
.i − t C 1/.i − tC1 − 1/
it is easy to check that each term in B is ' 1, hence B ' 1. We show that A  1:
Clearly, A  1 if and only if 3t − tC1  .t − tC1/2, if and only if 2t C 2.h − t/ 
.t − tC1/2 C .t − tC1/. It therefore suffices to show that 2.t C h − t/  .t − tC1/2.
However, t C h − t  n, while, by assumption, 2n  .t − tC1/2. 2
RESTRICTION 2.4 (TO THE (k; l) HOOK). Let H.k; ‘I n/ D f ‘ n j kC1  ‘g. Given
 2 H.k; ‘I n/ apply  ! Q if either t − tC1 
p
2n for 1  t  k − 1 or 0t − 0tC1 p
2n; 1  t  ‘− 1. In either case Q 2 H.k; ‘I n/ and d ' dQ. Thus
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THEOREM 2.5. Let  2 H.k; ‘I n/. Then there exist  2 H.k; ‘; n/ satisfying
(1) d  d.
(2) i − iC1; 0j − 0jC1 '
p
2n; 1  i  k − 1; 1  j  ‘− 1.
(3) If k  ‘ (hence also ‘  k) then
1 C    C k D 1 C    C k and 01 C    C 0‘ D 01 C    C 0‘:
3. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Theorem 3.3 below reduces the problem of maximizing d in the .k; ‘/ hook into maximizing
d and d in the corresponding k and ‘ strips. The proof of Theorem 1.1 then follows from
[1]. To define ./ and ./ we need:
LEMMA 3.1. Let  2 H.k; ‘I n/ satisfy
i − iC1; 0j − 0jC1 <
p
2n; 1  i  k − 1; 1  j  ‘− 1;
and assume n is large. Then k  ‘ (hence also 0‘  k/.
PROOF. Assume k < ‘. Hence also 0‘ < k. Thus
i < ‘C .k − i/
p
2n 1  i  k
and
0j < k C .‘− j/
p
2n 1  j  ‘;
so











a contradiction, because n is large. 2
We now fix the following:
NOTATION 3.2. Let  2 H.k; ‘I n/ with k  ‘ so 0‘  k. Then
 D ./ D .1 − ‘; : : : ; k − ‘/; nk D jj;
 D ./; 0 D .01 − k; : : : ; 0‘ − k/; n‘ D jj
and R is the k  ‘ rectangle in 
Clearly, nk C n‘ D n − k‘ D Nn.
We finally prove
THEOREM 3.3. Assume n is large and  2 H.k; ‘; n/ maximizes d. With the above
notation
(1) d D nWnk Wn‘W
Q
x2R h.x/
−1 d  d where for x 2 ; h.x/ is the corresponding hook
number.
(2) nk ’ kkC‘ Nn ’ kkC‘n and n‘ ’ ‘kC‘ Nn ’ ‘kC‘n.(3)  maximizes d in H.k; 0I nk/ and  maximizes d in H.‘; 0I n‘/.






.k C ‘/n :







PROOF. (1) follows from Lemma 3.1 and from the ‘hook’ formula for d (see (7.14.1) in
[2]).
We prove the rest of Theorem 3.3 under the assumption that both nk and n‘ are large.
The same argument shows that if, say, n‘ is bounded, then d will behave like kn , hence by
Theorem 3.3(4) it will not maximize d in H.k; ‘I n/.
So assume nk; n‘ are both large and denote nk D  Nn ’ n; n‘ D  Nn ’ n,  D 1 − .

























Clearly, once nk and n‘ D n − k‘ − nk are determined,  maximizes d in H.k; ‘I n/ if

































k Nn‘ Nn :





















.0 < x < 1/
maximizes when k
x
D ‘1−x , i.e., when x D kkC‘ . 2
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